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ABSTRACT 

I consider the possibility that there is not, in fact, much hidden mass in galaxies and galaxy 
systems. If a certain modified version of the Newtonian dynamics is used to describe the motion of 
bodies in a gravitational field (of a galaxy, say), the observational results are reproduced with no 
need to assume hidden mass in appreciable quantities. Various characteristics of galaxies result with 
no further assumptions. 

In the basis of the modification is the assumption that in the limit of small acceleration a<^ a 
the acceleration of a particle at distance r from a mass M satisfies approximately a2/a0 ~ MGr2, 
where is a constant of the dimensions of an acceleration. 

A success of this modified dynamics in explaining the data may be interpreted as implying a need 
to change the law of inertia in the limit of small accelerations or a more limited change of gravity 
alone. 

I discuss various observational constraints on possible theories for the modified dynamics from 
data which exist already and suggest other systems which may provide useful constraints. 
Subject headings: cosmology — galaxies: internal motions — stars: stellar dynamics 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The hidden mass hypothesis (HMH) explains the 
dynamics in galaxies and systems of galaxies by assum- 
ing that much of the mass in these systems is in, as yet, 
unobserved form (for recent reviews see, for example, 
Faber and Gallagher 1979 and Rood 1981). This hy- 
pothesis has not yet encountered any fatal objection. 
However, in order to explain the observations in the 
framework of this idea, one finds it necessary to make a 
large number of ad hoc assumptions concerning the 
nature of the hidden mass and its distribution in space. 

The large amounts of data on galaxies and galaxy 
systems which have been collected to date, and in partic- 
ular the various regularities which have emerged from 
these data (each requiring new ad hoc assumptions 
about the hidden mass) make, I believe, the time ripe for 
considering alternatives to the HMH. 

All determinations of dynamical mass within galaxies 
and galaxy systems make use of a virial relation of the 
form V2 = MGr~\ where V is some typical velocity of 
particles in the system, r is of the order of the size of the 
system, M is the mass to be determined, and G is the 
gravitational constant. 

1 Supported in part by the US-Israel Binational Science Founda- 
tion. 

The main assumptions on which the above relation is 
based are the following: {a) The force which governs 
the dynamics is gravity, {b) The gravitational force on a 
particle depends, in the conventional way, on the mass 
of the particle and on the distribution of the mass which 
produces this force, (c) Newton’s second law holds (All 
along I take the second law to include the proportional- 
ity of inertial and gravitational masses). These are as- 
sumed to hold in the nonrelativistic regime (which is 
justified for galaxy dynamics). In addition, one assumes 
that particle velocities are correctly measured by line 
spectral shifts with the usual Doppler relation, and one 
also makes various “astrophysical” assumptions about 
the nature of the systems under study (their being 
isolated bound systems etc.). 

It must have occurred to many that there may, in fact, 
not be much hidden mass in the universe and that the 
dynamical masses determined on the basis of the above 
virial relation are gross overestimates of the true gravita- 
tional masses. Such an overestimation can result from a 
breakdown of one or more of the assumptions (¿/)-(c). 

Assumptions (a)-(c) rest on very strong evidences 
from laboratory and solar system experiments. How- 
ever, various system parameters (such as masses, angular 
momenta, distances, accelerations, etc.) take up values 
which, for galaxy systems, differ by many orders of 
magnitude from those in the laboratory and the solar 
system. It may be then that deviations from assumptions 
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(a)-(c), which are important for galaxy dynamics, have 
escaped detection in the laboratory and/or the solar 
system. 

Perhaps the first possibility which comes to mind is 
that the distance dependence of the gravitational force 
deviates from the r-2 law. I beheve that this possibility 
can now be ruled out if it is to be the sole modification 
of assumptions (û)-(c) above. This point is discussed in 
Milgrom (1983a, hereafter Paper II, § III). 

I have considered the possibility that Newton’s sec- 
ond law does not describe the motion of objects under 
the conditions which prevail in galaxies and systems of 
galaxies. In particular I allowed for the inertia term not 
to be proportional to the acceleration of the object but 
rather be a more general function of it. With some 
simplifying assumptions I was led to the form 

mgn(a/a0)a = F, (l) 

replacing mga = F. Here mg is the gravitational mass of 
a body moving in an arbitrary static force field F with 
acceleration a(a = |a|). The force field F is assumed to 
depend on its sources and to couple to the body, in the 
conventional way. Equation (1) is assumed to hold in 
some fundamental frame of reference. For accelerations 
much larger than the acceleration constant (a0), /i ~ 1, 
and the Newtonian dynamics is restored. 

In two accompanying papers I study the implications 
of this modification for various aspects of the dynamics 
within galaxies (Paper II) and systems of galaxies 
(Milgrom 1983/?, hereafter Paper III). As far as I have 
checked, the use of the modified form of the dynamics 
removes the necessity to assume the existence of mass 
besides that which is observed directly. In addition, a 
number of the observed regularities in the properties of 
galaxies result most naturally from equation (1). I de- 
termine, in Paper II, the acceleration constant, in a few 
independent ways, and find a0 « 2X10“8 cm s-2 which 
turns out to be of the same order as CH0 = 5X\0~S 

(H0/50 km s_1 Mpc"1) cm s~2. 
In this paper I discuss matters of principle concerning 

mainly the possible interpretation of equation (1). In 
particular, it is emphasized that the analysis of galaxies 
and systems of galaxies only makes use of a set of 
assumptions which is weaker than equation (1). Various 
interpretations and formulations of the modified dy- 
namics are possible at this stage. Equation (1) is only an 
effective working formula, of limited validity, which is 
based on these assumptions and, as I explain below, it 
does not constitute a theory. 

In § II, I discuss the basic assumptions and possible 
interpretations of the modified dynamics. In § III, I 
discuss observational constraints on possible theories. In 
§ IV, I consider briefly constraints from solar system 
experiments. Section V is a discussion. 

II. POSSIBLE INTERPRETATIONS 

I arrived at equation (1) by considering the possibility 
that, in the limit of small accelerations, the inertia force 
is not proportional to the acceleration, as a mean of 
doing away with the hidden mass. As the simplest 
working hypothesis for the nonrelativistic regime, I as- 
sumed that (/) the inertia force of an object is still 
proportional to the gravitational mass of that object, ( ii) 
that the acceleration still depends only on the force at 
the position of the object F as deduced conventionally 
from the distribution of its sources, (Hi) that the inertia 
force is still in the direction of the acceleration (isotropy), 
and the most crucial assumption was (iv) that in the 
limit of small accelerations the inertia becomes quadratic 
in the acceleration so that the rotation curve of a finite 
galaxy becomes flat asymptotically. As a result of as- 
sumption (iv) a new constant of the dimensions of 
acceleration, a0, must be introduced. Defining a0 such 
that for a —► 0: mg(a/a0)a = F and requiring that the 
conventional dynamics is restored for a oo we get 
equation (1). 

It should be stressed that equation (1) can at most be 
considered an effective working formula. As I discuss 
below it must have a limited applicability. We are thus 
still in need of a theory for the modified dynamics even 
in the nonrelativistic regime. 

The analysis in Papers II and III, which demonstrates 
the success of the modified dynamics in explaining the 
dynamics in galaxies and galaxy systems and which, at 
the moment, is the only justification for introducing it, 
actually makes use of a set of assumptions weaker than 
equation (1). I shall list these assumptions below. 

In the first place, all the applications in Papers II and 
III deal with purely gravitational systems. It is thus 
possible that the dynamics need be modified only when 
gravitational forces are involved, in which case we will 
consider the modification one of gravity and not of the 
law of inertia. For example, the specific formulation of 
equation (1) can be rewritten in terms of a modified 
gravitational field g: 

S = a0r\gN/a0)eN, (2) 

where gN is the conventional gravitational acceleration 
field in the direction eN, and I~1 is the inverse function 
of I(x) = xfi(x). The acceleration of a particle in the 
modified field is then given by a = g. This formulation 
has all the limitations of equation (1) I discuss below. 
Note, for example, that g is not always derivable from a 
potential (it is, when we have a problem with spherical, 
plane or cylindrical symmetry). 

If it turns out that the conventional dynamics has to 
be modified, in the limit of small acceleration, for 
whatever combination of forces produces this accelera- 
tion (the forces are always assumed to depend on their 
respective sources and to couple to matter in the con- 
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ventional way), we will consider the modification to be 
one of inertia. In principle it is easy to distinguish 
between the two possibilities by considering, say, a 
charged particle subject to an electric field which almost 
balances a gravitational force with gN^> a 0 such that 
the resulting acceleration, a, satisfies a<^ a0. 

The assumptions from which the results of Papers II 
and III follow and which, I think, should form the basis 
of a theory are the following: (a) The Newtonian dy- 
namics of a gravitating system (and perhaps of an 
arbitrary one) break down in the limit of small accelera- 
tions. (b) In this limit the acceleration, a, of a test 
particle is given by a2/a0 » gN (gN being the conven- 
tional gravitational acceleration), (c) The acceleration 
constant a0 plays all the possible roles of such a con- 
stant in the modified dynamics (that of the proportion- 
ality factor as defined above, the transition acceleration 
from the Newtonian to the non-Newtonian regime and 
the width of the transition regime). The different de- 
terminations of in Paper II, which give similar results, 
are based on these different roles. 

These basic assumptions apply to the motion of a test 
particle in the static mean field of a system as in all the 
applications in Papers II and III. As is demonstrated in 
these papers, the basic assumptions already have some 
strong and inevitable predictions concerning galaxy dy- 
namics. However, these assumptions are not sufficient 
for describing the dynamics of an arbitrary A-body 
system, for which we shall need a theory. There are 
many theories which one can build around the above 
assumptions. In the next two sections I discuss various 
constraints on such theories. 

III. OBSERVATIONAL CONSTRAINTS ON THE THEORY 

In looking for tests and constraints on various possi- 
ble theories I found it useful to consider many-body 
systems S within which a subsystem s can be defined 
over the extent of which, the acceleration field of S (s 
excluded) can be considered constant. For example, s 
can be a star or a binary in the field of a galaxy S. Let 
g be the (modified) gravitational acceleration produced 
by S at the position of s, and a¿ the typical internal 
acceleration within s (that of particles within s, with 
respect to its c.m.). Classify the systems according to 
whether a, and/or g are smaller or larger than a0 and 
whether û/> g or ai <g. Cases for which all these 
inequalities are strong, provide particularly clear-cut 
constraints. In Figure 1 I show schematically regions in 
the arg plane which correspond to astrophysical systems 
of particular interest. 

Important tests are obtained, for example, by compar- 
ing the implications of the theory with the observed 
behavior of actual systems related to the following ques- 
tions. 

1. How is the c.m. acceleration of s within S affected 
by the internal dynamics in 5? In particular, is the c.m. 

Fig. 1.—A schematic classification of some composite systems 
according to their typical internal (a,) and c.m. (g) accelerations. 
A: Atomic, nuclear, everyday systems, solar system, etc. B: Atoms, 
stars, binaries, etc. in the field of a galaxy. C: A galaxy in the field 
of a neighbor galaxy, of a group or of a cluster. D: The Local 
Group in the field of the Local Supercluster. E: Globular clusters 
in the field of a galaxy. F: Laboratory low acceleration experi- 
ments freely falling in the field of the Earth + Sun. G: Long-period 
comets-Sun system in the field of the galaxy. H: Open clusters in 
the solar neighborhood. I: Dwarf elliptical galaxies in the field of 
the Milky Way. 

acceleration always equal to g (like that of a test par- 
ticle) even when 

2. How is the internal dynamics within s affected by 
the external field g? In particular, if a, « a0, should the 
modified dynamics be implemented even when g » a0? 

These questions are related to each other at least 
because they find a common answer, for the large accel- 
eration limit, in the strong equivalence principle (SEP) 
(see, for example, Weinberg 1972 for a definition of the 
SEP). It is not clear to what extent the theory of the 
modified dynamics should obey this principle. 

A third question concerns the behavior of photons in 
a gravitational field with g a0. 

Consider first question 1 above. The bodies, the mo- 
tions of which are assumed in Papers II and III to be 
described by equation (1) (or equivalently eq. [2]) 
are not structureless. Stars, gas clouds, binary stars, 
galaxies, etc. are all composite, and the internal accelera- 
tions of their constituents, down to the level of ele- 
mentary particles, much exceed a0 (for example, the 
gravitational acceleration within atomic nuclei are larger 
than 102û0). If we use equation (1) to obtain the acceler- 
ation of the constituents when this is much larger than 
a0 we will not get the correct answer for the c.m. 
acceleration of the whole body when this is much smaller 
than a{). It is mainly for this reason that equation (1) 
cannot be considered a satisfying theory. Equation (1) 
may give the acceleration of the constituents correctly to 
a high accuracy. However, as the c.m. acceleration is 
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only a relatively very small remnant left after the cancel- 
lation of the internal contributions to the acceleration, it 
may come out in large error. In applying equation (1) in 
Papers II and III I have implicitly assumed that it does 
describe the motion of the c.m. of objects in the static 
mean field of a larger system, even when their internal 
accelerations are large. 

Evidence exists that objects of very different structure 
have the same acceleration at a given position in a 
galaxy. This evidence is based, for example, on the 
agreement between rotation curves derived from the 21 
cm line, from stellar Unes, from H n region Unes, etc. 
Also, the velocity distributions of different classes of 
disk objects near the Sun all have the same center to 
within the observational errors (a few percent). Thus, at 
least near the Sun, these various objects (disk stars of 
various types, binaries, H i clouds, etc.) have approxi- 
mately the same galactic rotational velocity. The theory 
one seeks should thus obey the SEP in region B of Fig. 1 
(ar^>a0) at least to the accuracy needed to justify its 
use as in Papers II and III. Bekenstein and Milgrom 
(1983) describe a nonrelativistic theory which satisfies 
the basic assumptions of the modified dynamics and 
also satisfies this last constraint. 

Consider now the question of how an external accel- 
eration affects the internal dynamics of a system. Had 
the SEP been vahd in the modified dynamics, there 
would be no such effects at all. If this was the case, the 
rotation curves of galaxies should stay flat to very large 
radn even when these galaxies are accelerated in the 
field of a cluster, say (assuming that tidal effects can be 
neglected). The vaUdity of the SEP would also imply 
that stellar systems with very small internal accelera- 
tions (a¿ a0) would always exhibit a large mass 
discrepancy when analyzed with the conventional dy- 
namics. The data on open clusters in the solar neighbor- 
hood (region H in Fig. 1) appear to be in conflict with 
this result. (I am grateful to E. Salpeter and to S. 
Tremaine for pointing out the importance of these sys- 
tems.) Jones (1910a, b) finds a dynamically deduced 
mass for the Pleiades and Praesepe which is only about 
a factor 1.5 larger than the mass accounted for by stars 
in these clusters. The internal accelerations in these 
clusters are, however, a few times (5-10) smaller than 
a0, and if the SEP is obeyed by the modified dynamics, 
we would expect a larger mass discrepancy than is 
observed. 

Note, however, that an open cluster, near the Sun, is 
accelerated in the field of the Galaxy with g = Fj/r0 = 
2X 10-8 (Fg/220 km s"1)2 (r0/8 kpc)“1 cm s“2 « a0. 
We are then compelled to conclude that the internal 
dynamics of the open clusters embedded in the field of 
the Galaxy is different from that of a similar but iso- 
lated cluster. When the external field g (and hence the 
resultant acceleration) become comparable to or larger 
than a0, the internal dynamics approaches and eventu- 

ally becomes Newtonian even when the internal acceler- 
ations themselves are much smaller than û0. In this case 
we would expect only a small mass discrepancy in the 
open clusters. A theory which satisfies this constraint 
will not obey the strong equivalence principle. An 
observer in an elevator freely falling in an external 
homogeneous field can measure effects of this field. 

For example, the model Lagrangian theory discussed 
by Bekenstein and Milgrom (1983) obeys this constraint. 
The existence of such a theory is of prime importance. 
However close to the truth this theory is found to be 
eventually, it already serves to show that the basic 
assumptions of the modified dynamics needed for the 
applications in Papers II and III, the additional observa- 
tional constraints I discussed above, and the usual con- 
servation laws, are not inconsistent with each other. 

Generalizing the implication from open clusters, I 
think one should adopt the following working prescrip- 
tion for describing the internal dynamics of a system in 
an external field g athe internal dynamics is quasi- 
Newtonian, namely, internal accelerations are ap- 
proximately proportional to MGr~2 (and not to its 
square root). However, particles behave as if their iner- 
tial masses are about a factor ii(g/a0) smaller than 
their gravitational masses (or as if G is effectively a 
factor [ju,(g/<z0)]~1 larger. This is the prescription im- 
plied by equation (1): If is the conventional internal 
gravitational acceleration produced by the mass in a 
system s which itself is in an external modified field g: 
lJl'(g/ao)g:= where gN is the external field calcu- 
lated in the conventional way, and if g^> ai9 we can 
expand equation (1) to first order in = a - g to get 

a, + Le(c*a,)= [v-{g/a0)Y'g‘N. (3) 

Here £ is a unit vector in the direction of g and L = 
d\n[¡i(x)\/d\nx at x = g/aQ. For g a0, fi = l and 
L = 0 and the internal dynamics is exactly Newtonian 
(a/ = £v) even when at a0. In general 0 < L < 1 and 
a, is still proportional to g^ (although it is not in the 
same direction as g^). The main deviation from the 
conventional dynamics is the increase of a by a factor 
[fi(g/a0)]~l which can be very large if g a0. 

For example, an open cluster of a given mass 
and radius will have to have different velocity disper- 
sions to support itself when put at different locations in 
the galaxy. It has to have the conventional value (<j2 ~ 
MGr~]) when the external field of the galaxy is Newto- 
nian (g » a0) and a larger value o2 ~(MG/r) 
[/x(g/û0)]_ 1 when a0> g^> a^. When the external field 
becomes smaller than a¿, the internal dynamics is not 
quasi-Newtonian any more. 

The best potential test of these suggestions I can think 
of involves the dwarf elliptical galaxies in the vicinity of 
the Milky Way (region I in Fig. 1). They are discussed in 
Paper II. 
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The study of open clusters seems to imply that the 
modified dynamics cannot obey the strong equivalence 
principle. The study of the effects of a constant, external 
acceleration field on the internal dynamics of a system, 
if feasible, may thus provide a most powerful test of the 
modified dynamics. 

I cannot offer a prescription for evaluating the behav- 
ior of photons in a gravitational field with g <aQ. The 
recently discovered phenomena of gravitational lensing 
of quasar images by the gravitational fields of galaxies 
and galaxy clusters (e.g., Walsh, Carswell, and Weyman 
1979 and Young et al. 1980) may be used to study this 
question observationally. An interesting question arises 
in this connection: if the modified dynamics is valid, do 
photons and massive particles give the same (fictitious) 
mass distribution when their trajectories in the field of 
this mass are analyzed with the conventional dynamics? 
For example, if we first obtain the mass distribution in a 
galaxy from the rotation curve, using the conventional 
dynamics, and then use this mass to calculate light 
bending, do we get the correct answer according to the 
modified dynamics? 

IV. SOLAR SYSTEM EXPERIMENTS 

At the moment I cannot suggest a feasible laboratory 
experiment to test the ideas discussed above. 

The effects of the modification on solar system dy- 
namics depend strongly on the way jti approaches 1 
asymptotically. If /i(x) can be expanded in powers of 
1/x for x oo (i.e., it is not, for example, of the form 
1 — e~x), I write tolowest order in x_l, fi(x) « 1 — Ax~n. 

I considered two effects for which there exist accurate 
data: 

1. The perihelion precession of Mercury: The shift per 
revolution due to the proposed modification is (to lowest 
order in the eccentricity of the orbit) 

8<¡>n~2(4n + \)(2n-l) l7rA(MQG/r2a0) (4) 

Here r is the radius of the orbit. The effect due to gener- 
al relativity is (Weinberg 1972) 8<j>g^ 67T(MQG/rC2). 
For Mercury « 0.28 A (for a0 = 2XlO-8 

cm s~2). As the observed precession agrees with the 
prediction of general relativity to within 5XlO-3 

(Shapiro 1980 and references therein), the effect of the 
modification I have discussed would be easily detected if 
A - 1 and n = \ . The case n = 1 can thus be ruled out if 
A > 0.02. For « = 2 the effect for Mercury is smaller by 
3 X 10~9 and would be practically undetectable. 

2. As fi(a/a0) differs from body to body in the solar 
system (and may be time dependent), we get effects 
similar to those of variations in the ratio of inertial to 
gravitational mass from body to body. The situation 
here is also quite clear cut. The case n = 1 can be ruled 
out by the upper limit on the difference between the 
ratios of inertial to gravitational masses of the Earth and 

Moon (the Nordvedt effect) (Shapiro 1980 and ref- 
erences therein). For n = 2 the effect in the Earth-Moon 
system is about 10“4 times smaller than what could be 
detected by the experiment. In estimating the size of the 
effect I assumed (to maximize the effect) that the Earth 
and Moon’s motions are described separately by equa- 
tion (1). 

One class of objects, in the solar system, our view of 
which is greatly affected by the proposed modification is 
that of the long-period comets. A popular view is that 
they come from a spherical storage shell between 3 X 104 

AU and 105 AU centered on the solar system (the Oort 
cloud) (see, for example, Oort 1963 and Marsden 1974 
and references therein). 

The transition radius at which the conventional gravi- 
tational acceleration produced by the Sun is a0 is given 
by r, = (MoG/fl0)1/2«8.2Xl016 cm = 5.5x!03 AU 
and is much smaller than the radius of the Oort cloud 
deduced with the conventional dynamics. It can be 
shown that, if the modified dynamics is valid, the long- 
period comets come in fact from the vicinity of rt. 
Comets with parameters which, with the conventional 
dynamics, would give aphelion distances between rt and 
infinity (and even some of the apparently unbound 
ones), all have aphelion distances of order rt in the 
modified dynamics. All bodies are bound in the gravita- 
tional field of any mass, as the effective potential is 
logarithmic at large distances. 

I have not yet studied this problem enough to make it 
a useful test. 

V. DISCUSSION 

I find that by using a certain modification of the 
Newtonian dynamics, in the limit of small accelerations, 
those observational aspects of galaxies and galaxy sys- 
tems which I have looked into can be understood with 
no need to assume hidden mass. At the moment, the 
appeal of the proposed modification rests on its phe- 
nomenological success. 

It is not clear, at the moment, whether the modifica- 
tion is to be interpreted as a modification of gravity 
only or whether it need be implemented whenever the 
accelerations are very small for whatever combination of 
forces is involved. 

Practically all the results of Papers II and III can be 
derived from a minimal set of assumptions on the basis 
of which one may be able to build many different 
theories. An example of a nonrelativistic effective 
Lagrangian theory which satisfies the basic assumptions 
and the additional observational constraints discussed in 
this paper will be described by Bekenstein and Milgrom 
(1983). 

It seems to me that in looking for an ultimate theory, 
the Mach principle may serve as a most useful guide. 
The fact that the value of a0 turns out to be of the order 
CHq appears to be particularly significant in this con- 
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nection. Note that <20 is also of order of the gravitational 
acceleration produced by a particle of mass ~ 100 MeV 
at a distance equal to its Compton wavelength. This 
fact, however, follows from the near equahty of aQ and 
CHq and from a well known coincidence which connects 
the mass scale of particles to a cosmological mass 
parameter (see Weinberg 1972, chap. 16). The possible 
connection between such numerical “coincidences,” 
which relate parameters of “local” physics to cosmologi- 
cal parameters and the Mach principle, is quite obvious. 
If, for example, the inertia force is due to the interaction 
of the accelerated particle with an inertia field produced 
by totality of mass in the universe (see, for example, 
Sciama 1961) such that the inertia force is not propor- 
tional to the accelerations any more, the introduction of 
an acceleration constant into the local equations of 
dynamics is implied and C770 (perhaps up to a function 
of go) is the natural cosmological acceleration parameter 
which can play this role. 

Hopefully, a theory can be found in which a{), which 
appears in the local dynamics and, for that matter, the 
function n(x) will be derivable from the theory and will 
turn out to depend on the distribution of mass in the 

universe (density) and its manner of expansion (very 
much in the vein of theories like that of Brans and 
Dicke). Such a picture immediately brings to mind the 
possibihty that a0 (together with G), as it appears in the 
local dynamics, vary with cosmic time. This will have 
important implications for galaxy evolution, cosmology, 
etc. 

It is clear that the laws which describe the cosmologi- 
cal evolution in terms of the material content of the 
universe will be different with the modified dynamics. In 
addition, if the ideas presented in this paper are basi- 
cally correct, there is much less mass in the universe 
than is thought. It is best to wait until we have a 
relativistic theory for the modified dynamics before its 
cosmological imphcations are discussed. In view of the 
fact that a0~CH0, the universe is the only massive 
system which is both relativistic and involves accelera- 
tions not much larger than a0. 

The hospitahty of The Institute for Advanced Study 
in Princeton is gratefully acknowledged. I thank Jacob 
Bekenstein for useful discussions. 
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